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This quarter’s edition of the Tempo newsletter, features:




An interview with GB triathlete Chris Perham
Meads Runner; Daniel Hale on his incredible experience of the Marathon Des Sables
Mike Young and the ultra of ultras when he ran from Penzance back to Eastbourne
perform and not let the team down felt
extra special.
3. What are your aims and goals for the
season?
- To keep racing in international senior
races to gain experience, with my main
aim being a podium in 2017 at the
European and World U23 championships.

1. What made you first get into triathlon?
- I started of swimming as I come from
Portland down in Dorset an area on the
coast surrounded by the sea. So after
learning to swim and progressing into the
squads I enjoyed racing so stuck at it. A
local coach for modern pentathlon
introduced me into Biathlon (Running and
swimming) and from doing well at that I
decided to do triathlon so contacted the
South west Triathlon academy and
progressed from there.
2. What is your biggest/ proudest
achievement to date?
- Being part of the winning World U23
mixed relay team as being the youngest in
the team and at my first championships to

4. What motivates you to get up early
in the morning and train?
- I enjoy training and the feeling of
pushing myself and getting better. With a
good atmosphere within the
Loughborough Triathlon Performance
centre where I train I never struggle
wanting to go training (Unless it’s a long
ride in bad weather). But performing well
at races is what motivates you to keep
going.
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5. What food is your guilty pleasure?
- Chocolate, if I have it in the house I will
eat it.

Mikey Young and the
Penzance Challenge

6. If you could stay injury free and have
an excellent 6 months training, what
time do you think you could do for a 5k
run?
- 5k on the track after a good training
block I reckon 14:10 would be realistic.
7. Who is your role model or inspires
you and why?
- Mario Mola, as often over looked due to
Gomez but he is a great athlete with a
great attitude.
8. Have you ever suffered an
embarrassing moment during a race/
training?
- National Duathlon championships as a
junior out of T1 I jumped on my seat but
knocked my bike over and me with it.
Someone caught it on camera and the
pictures were spread by world triathlon
among others on twitter. Luckily I found it
quite funny.
9. If you could race against anyone who
would it be (can be anyone) and why?
- Usain bolt over 1500m as would be great
to race against the fastest man on earth
but at 1500m to give me a little chance ha
ha.
10. What is the best bit of training advice
you have ever been given…and could
pass on to others?
- Rest is just as important sometimes as
training so if you miss a session don't try
to make it up another day and over train.

Mikey Young demonstrated extreme
mental and physical strength to embark
and complete the challenge of running
from Penzance back to Eastbourne. Here
is his story…
What made you decide to take on this
challenge?
Well, I used to go to Penzance as a kid
with my family and spend time down
there on holiday. Then one run last year
as I was going along the Eastbourne
promenade, I shouted at google on my
phone; “how far is Penzance to
Eastbourne?” and just wanted to see if I
could do it! I spoke to loved ones and said
I can do this, it will be an adventure. I set
up a “Just Giving” page for British Lung
Foundation. The reason I decided to
support this charity is because I have bad
lungs and my father passed away as a
result of this illness.
How did you train/ prepare for the
event?
I made a lot of sacrifices, as in not seeing
my children on the usual days I would and
this was tough. I got up to training 140
miles for the week and this is while
working. So I would be running until 2am
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in the morning to ensure I got the mileage
in. I would build the mileage steadily up
over the weeks, until I reached “P”
day…Penzance day!
Hardest moments…
Due to not having a support crew, I was
sourcing/ buying my food whilst out
running and this meant I was having to get
up early to ensure I had breakfast. I was
starting at 6am on each day and running
until 8:30pm at night. This was hard as
you want to relax and get in the bath and I
didn’t have a crew to do these tasks for
me and help me recuperate.
Google maps doesn’t account for the
elevation and it was really steep over
Dartmoor and I was running on A’ roads
which were not fun at all. Sometimes,
when I was running on a narrow path
alongside the A’ roads and I would have
lorries flying past me or I would have to
contest with overgrown bushes and
hedgerows. I underestimated the value of
not having a crew to support me. I did go
through an emotional phase on day two
while running, especially on the hilly bits
and on A’ roads see as you can see ahead
for miles which is difficult.
Strange moments…
I did got escorted off the A27 by the
transport police as I really shouldn’t have
been running on these sort of roads which
is understandable.

On one day I got up at 4am to get off early
and when I plugged in my iPhone it wasn’t
charging, the lead had broken. I ran into
town and eventually found an Argos and
had to charge the phone, so I ended up
running even further than initially
planned. I had 9 hours sleep in three
hours and I remember getting to Lyme
Regis, seeing the beautiful beach and
thinking am I hallucinating? Google maps
also kept teasing me by saying I was 2
miles away from my destination and then
it would say I had another 2miles after
running the previous 2 miles…technology
only gets you so far.

Mikey with his lucky running companion the Cornish pasty!

First meal after finishing
I really wanted a domino’s pizza, full stop!
On the 5th day I was just running on a
motorway and I had to run to the nearest
train station to avoid the motorway, so I
got the train to Portchester and when I
got there wanted I waited for aa Dominos
to open and gorged on a pizza as soon
they opened.
How did you keep motivated?

Mike and his support crew…the Transport Police!

It was just focusing on the next
destination and planning on when I would
call the family that day. I’d set a specific
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time to call a loved one and that would
keep me going. Eating the Soreen mega
loaf kept me going as well, that was my go
to breakfast food and it was cheap.

Tri Tempo makes
its mark

What was your guilty pleasure?
On the run I had a tub of Ben n Jerry’s
caramel cupcake flavour and it was the
best thing especially as it was a hot day,
thoroughly recommended!
What has the response been since
finishing?
For me physically I have been catching up
with sleep and have been resting the legs.
The just giving page has raised over
£2500, which is incredible as the target
was £1000, social media has been going
mental as well. It has exceeded my
expectations and I really appreciate the
support. The ultra-running community
have given such a positive reaction as
well.

Tri Tempo of Eastbourne has been
building since its emergence in December
2015. This year the club has seen its
members competing in numerous events
both locally and nationally, making its
mark on the triathlon, aquathlon and
swimming scene. Here is a round up of
some of the members’ achievements:
Claire Lockwood finished 1st overall in the
Dartford 2k swim/ 10k run aquathlon.
Claire also won the ladies aquathlon at
Lewes Pells Pool.

What’s next?
The Arc of attrition which is 100mile
running event taking place in February
next year. The Arc is a point-to-point
extreme coastal race from Coverack to
Porthtowan taking in 100miles of stunning
and dramatic Cornish Coastpath with
competitors running in challenging winter
conditions.

Claire and fellow Tri Tempo members at the Pells Pool
aquathlon

Lee Dunstall finished 3rd in the men’s
Dartford 2k swim/ 10k run aquathlon. 26th
at the Marshman middle distance
triathlon.
Julie Honess finished 3rd in the ladies
Dartford 2km swim/ 10k run aquathlon
Neil Smith finished 1st overall in the
Dartford 2km swim
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Johanna Dowle first in age group at the
Eastbourne triathlon
Jamie Grenfell finished 13th at the
Marshman middle distance triathlon.
Jon Binney finished 1st overall in the
Ardingly 750m swim.
Michaela Furlong finished 1st lady and 3rd
overall in the Dartford 4km swim.
Michaela also finished first lady 40-49 in
the Ardingly 3km swim. 1st lady at the
Marshman half aqua bike.

As part of our daily routines, many of us
are forced to sit down for prolonged
periods of time, whether it at work,
driving or as sedentary behaviour.

Wes Mechen finished 2nd male and 2nd
overall in the Dartford 4km swim. Wes
also finished first male 30-39 in the
Ardingly 3km swim.
Barry Andrews completed his first middle
distance triathlon’ 70.3 Ironman
Staffordshire in a great time of 5hrs 54.

Unfortunately, research has shown that
there are many downsides to being in this
position for sustained periods of time.
This is even the case when adults meet
physical activity guidelines, sitting for
prolonged periods can compromise
metabolic health. TV time and objectivemeasurement studies show deleterious
associations, and breaking up sedentary
time is beneficial. Sitting time, TV time,
and time sitting in automobiles increase
premature mortality risk. (Exerc Sport Sci Rev. 2010
Jul; 38(3): 105–113. ).

Barry completing the 70.3 Ironman

The effects of sitting down for extended
periods of time result in circulation
slowing down, especially in the legs, less
blood sugar is used and lass fat is used for
fuel. (Matt Phillips: Is Sitting All Day Really That Bad For A
Runner?)

Although alone this is unlikely to
significantly elevate risk of heart disease
or diabetes (people in wheel chairs seated
all day long do not seem more prone to
these diseases), if combined with other
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factors the elevation in risk could have
significant consequences.
To prevent such issues arising it would be
beneficial to step away from the desk at
regular intervals, at least every hour, to
improve circulation and to activate
muscles which have been sedentary. If
possible, stretching would assist in
reducing potential tightness in the hipflexors and hamstrings, thus helping to
reduce the chances of lower back issues.
It is commonly known that running can
improve metabolism and the cardio
vascular system, but research has also
shown that it can stimulate bone growth.
The ground impact caused by running has
been shown to stimulate bone growth, to
the extent that research now clearly
shows that whereas once running was
cursed as a cause of arthritis and joint
issues, appropriate levels of running can
significantly reduce arthritis and risk of hip
replacement.
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Daniel Hale (Meads Runners)
conquered the Marathon Des Sables
The Marathon des Sables, or MdS, is a six-day, 251 km
ultramarathon, which is approximately the distance of six regular
marathons. The longest single stage is 91 km long. This multiday
race is held every year in southern Morocco, in the Sahara Desert

